Microsoft Office 365 Support
What’s Clouding Your Technology Plan? Do you Have a Plan?
Keeping your network running and secure, your systems updated, and your people prepared
for the unexpected is the job of any good Managed Services Provider. Having the resources
and healthcare know-how to guide an organization from on-prem to the cloud, provide
interoperability and revenue cycle management advice, and to turn the need for a new
telecommunications system from vision to reality, takes a special breed of MSP.

The road to the cloud is crowded with vendor claims
that are often difficult to navigate.
A unified, practice-wide plan for public or hybrid cloud implementation must be flexible to
scale with your organization, redundant for security reasons, and resilient to make future
expansion easier.
Whether it’s hardware or software, we’ll help you make the right decisions, at the right time, in
the most affordable fashion.

Office 365, Teams, and Sharepoint

When it comes to workflow, communication, and collaboration, the benefits of Microsoft’s suite
of products shines through in the maintenance and management of practice work
environments (with particular focus on controlling digital sprawl while ensuring data security).
BaytechIT offers a variety of application design and implementation solutions to meet the
needs of organizations large and small.

Microsoft 365
Business

Cloud Analysis (deciding what workloads should and
should not be moved the cloud)
Complete Microsoft application design and deployment
Customized staff training
Ongoing maintenance

Our Promise
For us, it’s all about being one of you. Everything we
say and everything we do must be about becoming
your IT partner. The only attitude we carry with us
is gratitude. We never forget that the lifeblood of
every healthcare organization is technology.
You’ve entrusted it to us. That’s a responsibility
we’ll never take lightly.

For a free IT assessment email us at
info@baytechIT.com

Healthcare Technology. Human Perspective.

